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Abstract

In this paper, we present a new user-aware adaptive object-based video transmission approach to heterogeneous users
over the next generation Internet. Firstly, we describe a new transport framework for complex multimedia applications
over the next generation Internet, which provides di!erentiation functionality within one IP session as well as among
di!erent IP sessions. It includes application-aware intelligent resource control at the edge of the network, fast
transcoding and signaling in the network. Secondly, we propose a new bitstream classi"cation, prioritization and
packetization scheme in which di!erent types of data such as shape, motion and texture are reassembled, assigned to
di!erent priority classes, and packetized separately based on their priorities. Thirdly, we present a simple but e!ective
mechanism of object-based dynamic rate control and adaptation by selectively dropping packets in conjunction with
di!erentiated services (Di!serv) to minimize the end-to-end quality distortion. Finally, we perform the queuing analysis
for our mechanism and explore how to extend our approach to the multicast case. Experimental results demonstrate
e!ectiveness of our proposed approach. � 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Over the past several years, as the speed of com-
puter and network increased dramatically, more
and more networked multimedia applications pro-
liferated rapidly. Among all kinds of multimedia
techniques, multimedia streaming, as it can be used
in many important areas such as distance learning
and video on demand, has attracted enormous
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interests from both industry and academia. With
the success of the Internet and the emerging multi-
media communication era, the new international
standard, MPEG-4 [20], is posed to address the
new demands that arise in which more and more
audiovisual material is exchanged in digital format.
The key innovation in MPEG-4 is the introduction
of objects as the smallest accessible units compared
to the traditional frame-based approach. These
objects can be auditive or visual, static or dynamic,
natural or synthetic. Thus, MPEG-4 can o!er
new interactivities for end users of multimedia
streaming applications. For instance, besides VCR
functionalities that are usually provided by frame-
based video, object-based video can allow users to
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interact with video contents (video objects) dynam-
ically, such as object moving, object zooming/out,
object adding/deleting, and object quality enhanc-
ing/degrading. However, the interactivities may
bring out the new network control issues: how to
adapt the bit-rate of each object in the same scene
and how to assign di!erent transmission priorities
to di!erent objects according to user's dynamic
interactions.
Current IP networks o!er the so-called best

e!ort (BE) services, which do not make any service
quality commitment. However, most multimedia
applications are delay/loss sensitive, thereby
requiring quality of service (QoS) support from the
network. As a result, the current Internet is becom-
ing increasingly inadequate to support the service
quality of multimedia streaming applications. To
support QoS in the Internet, the IETF has de"ned
two architectures: the integrated services (Intserv)
[21], and the di!erentiated services (Di!serv)
[2,4}6]. The integrated services model provides
per-#ow QoS guarantee and resource reservation
protocol (RSVP) was suggested for resource admis-
sion control and resource allocation. However, it is
very complicated for backbone routers to maintain
states of thousands of classes. On the other hand,
di!erentiated services model gives a class-based
solution to support relative QoS. In di!erentiated
services, packets are divided into di!erent QoS
classes and forwarded as di!erent priorities. The
QoS class of each packet is speci"ed by IPv4 type of
service (TOS) byte or IPv6 Tra$c Class byte. Since
it is highly scalable and relatively simple, di!erenti-
ated services model may be promising to dominate
the backbone of the next generation Internet in the
near future.
Compressed video over IP networks roughly

consists of packetization, rate adaptation, and
transport. Previous e!orts on packetization for
video applications over the Internet include [25]
for H.261, [29] for H.263, [3] for H.263#, [9]
for MPEG1/2, and [27] for MPEG4. However, all
these works do not di!erentiate information types
within a frame or an object. On rate control, tradi-
tional functionality of source rate control is mainly
implemented at the encoder by means of quantiz-
ation step-size adjustment [26]. Obviously, it is
not suitable for pre-stored video distribution if

transcoding is not introduced. Layered or scalable
coding and multicast [10,14,19,20,23] alleviate
this problem since scalable or layer coding is
capable of gracefully coping with the bandwidth
#uctuations in the Internet. But multiple network
sessions are needed for one video program and
it is complicated to maintain the synchronization
among layers. In addition, no packet-level
transmission rate control scheme at edge of
network and end system is addressed. On transport
of prioritized video over the next generation
Internet, Shin et al. proposed a mechanism bet-
ween video applications and Di!serv network
to achieve enhanced end-to-end video quality [22].
They discussed the mapping mechanism bet-
ween application packets and Di!serv classes.
However, their target is not object-based appli-
cation with user interactivity. Most of the
previous work on Di!serv [2,4}6,7,11] only con-
sidered how to di!erentiate media streams, i.e.,
di!erent packets in the same IP session have the
same communication characteristics. Information
with di!erent transmission requirements is
transported by di!erent IP sessions. For example,
in layered coding and transmission [14,19,20],
multiple independent communication channels
are required for di!erent layers. Two problems
arise due to multiple channel approach: the syn-
chronization between channels and the network
state maintenance.
To address the above problems, in this paper we

propose a new transport framework for complex
multimedia applications such as MPEG-4 with
multiple objects and user interactivity over the next
generation Internet. It includes both the end sys-
tems of the hosts and the communication network.
This framework combines di!erentiated services
and integrated services [1]. That means per-con-
version admission control using RSVP is supported
at the edge of the network but aggregated tra$c
handling is implemented within the backbone. Our
proposed framework has three new features: (1)
di!erentiation functionality within one IP session
as well as among di!erent IP sessions; (2) applica-
tion-aware intelligent resource control and man-
agement at the edge of the network; (3) multimedia
processing agent (MPA) on the bottlenecks within
domains and at the edge between domains. Because
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Fig. 1. A general framework for adaptive multimedia applications.

of the above new features, adaptive video applica-
tions can take full advantage of the Di!serv to
achieve optimal end-to-end unicast and multi-
cast quality. More speci"cally, we have the
following:
� At the end system, we present a new bitstream
classi"cation, prioritization and packetization
scheme in which di!erent types of data such as
shape, motion and texture are re-assembled,
assigned to di!erent priority classes, and
packetized into di!erent classes of network
packets provided by Di!serv. Our scheme distin-
guishes not only di!erent kinds of frames, but
also di!erent types of information within the
same frame. In addition, di!erent types of in-
formation are packetized into di!erent classes of
network packets with various transmission prior-
ities. That is, more important compressed in-
formation is put into higher priority packets and
less important information into lower priority
ones.

� We address a dynamic object-based rate
control and adaptation in conjunction with
Di!serv to minimize the end-to-end distor-
tion. By taking advantage of Di!serv, dynamic
transmission rate control can be easily imple-
mented by selectively dropping lower priority
packets at the sender or intermediate network
nodes.

� We introduce the user awareness in MPEG-4
video streaming to provide object-based user in-
teractivity. A user can interact with the video
player or the server [12] in several ways such as

mouse clicking, mouse moving, fast forward-
ing/backward, object zoom-in/zoom-out, object
adding or deleting.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes our new user-aware adaptive
object-based video transmission framework for
the next generation Internet. Section 3 presents
our new information re-organization, prioritiz-
ation and packetization scheme. In Section 4
we discuss the object-based rate control and inter-
activity issue with Di!serv. Section 5 shows
the performance evaluation results. In Section 6,
the extension of our approach to multicast case
is introduced. Finally, Section 7 concludes the
paper.

2. Framework of user-aware object-based video
transmission over the next generation Internet

Fig. 1 depicts a general framework for complex
multimedia applications such as MPEG-4 with
multiple objects over the next generation Internet.
It includes both the end systems of the hosts and
the communication network. For the end-system
part, there are two enhancements in our frame-
work: di!erentiation functionality within one IP
session as well as application-aware intelligent re-
source control and management. The communica-
tion network combines di!erentiated services and
integrated services. In this framework, although
signaling messages traverse the network from end
to end, they are processed only in the hosts and in
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the router that is appointed as admission control
agent for the routing network. Most routers in the
core of the routing network apply aggregate tra$c
handling and do not process signaling messages.
This model of per-conversation signaling at the
edge of the network and aggregate tra$c handling
in the core yields a good tradeo! between complex-
ity and e$ciency. In addition, we introduce two
new components within the communication net-
work: multimedia processing agent (MPA) and
application-aware resource controller (ARC). The
MPA is a component in a router or gateway, or
a server attached to a router, who is responsible for
adapting the stream rate to network state. In our
framework, ARC has the responsibility of handling
application-based signaling according to the ap-
plication-aware resource control, rather than per-
#ow signaling. Therefore, the tra$c overload of
signaling is greatly reduced in our framework.
The ARC is a logical concept. It can be imple-

mented in a proxy server or an edge router, or an
independent server between the access network and
the backbone network. It can provide application-
aware intelligent resource coordination among
di!erent users, applications, and tra$c classes.
Compared to the traditional admission control
mechanism that does not consider the semantic
relationship among di!erent priority classes within
one application, ARCs use control messages to
interact with the server and the receivers, dynam-
ically allocate resources to di!erent applications
and di!erent classes according to network state and
user's preferences. Under the condition of lacking
network bandwidth, ARC can allocate more de-
sired bandwidth to the object where better percep-
tual visual quality is desired by a receiver than other
objects. The ARC has the following responsibilities:
� Receive application admission request from
sending users.

� Interact with remote ARC(s) on the access net-
works of the receivers or MPA(s) on the forward-
ing path to exchange RSVP signaling messages.

� Give feedback to senders whether to admit the
application.

� Aggregate tra$c from local users and dynam-
ically map them to Di!serv classes.

� Coordinate bandwidth allocation among
multiple applications and video object #ows, and

dynamically map di!erent priorities information
to di!erent network classes.
The ARC uses the adaptive transmission scheme
proposed in Section 4 to adapt the #ow rate to
network state and users' requirements.
The MPA is responsible for adapting the stream

rate to network state and user requirements by
means of transcoding or other mechanisms such as
selective packet dropping. This solution allows us
to place the MPA on the nodes that connect to
network bottlenecks. There can be multiple MPAs
along the path from a server to a client. The MPA
has the following responsibilities:
� Receive video object streams from the server or
the previous MPA.

� Filter received video object streams by selectively
discarding packets with lower priorities.

� Send "ltered video object streams to clients or
next MPA(s).

� Receive requests from clients or next MPA(s).
� Act upon requests or generate a combined re-
quest from multiple clients or next MPA(s) and
forward it to previous MPA(s).

� Coordinate bandwidth allocation among
multiple video object streams, perform applica-
tion-aware admission control, and dynamic
bandwidth re-allocation according to users'
dynamic interactions.

2.1. Diwerentiation within one IP session

For complex multimedia applications such as
MPEG4 programs, usually there are multiple ob-
jects of the same media or di!erent media. If these
objects have di!erent QoS requirements, generally
each object is served by an individual IP session or
even several sessions in the case of multiple layers.
In general, it is di$cult for the end-system and
network to maintain so many sessions for one ap-
plication. However, if di!erential marking within
a #ow is supported, layers belonging to the same
object or di!erent objects can be multiplexed into
one IP session. A possible problem resulting from
di!erentiation within one #ow is disorder of
packets within the same #ow. However, this prob-
lem exists even without the function of di!erenti-
ation within one #ow because of the connectionless
characteristic of IP protocol. To support the new
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Fig. 2. Enhanced communication protocol stack for Di!serv.

di!erentiation functionality, an extension needs to
be made on the protocol stack of the end-system
and ARC. Fig. 2 shows the diagram of the com-
munication protocol stack. By default, packets are
marked based on a mapping from the service type
associated with a #ow. All packets within one #ow
have the same marking value. We propose a new
marker mapping mechanism in the host protocol
stack to support di!erentiationwithin one #ow.We
introduce the multiple queue mechanism at the
end-system and each queue bu!ers packets with
a particular priority. When the IP header is added
at the IP layer, the priority is mapped to the Di!-
serv Code Point (DSCP) byte.

2.2. Network-aware end-system

Fig. 3 shows the architecture of the streaming
server with intelligent resource control and
management for multimedia applications. This
architecture considers the transmission of multi-
ple-object video programs and other types of media

such as audio and data. Each video object is com-
pressed "rst and the corresponding elementary
stream is generated. Then information within each
elementary stream is classi"ed based on import-
ance and assembled into packets with di!erent Dif-
fserv classes. Network Monitor is responsible for
estimating the available network bandwidth
dynamically through probing or feedback-based
approach. Packet Forwarder forwards the packets
to the network. We do not discuss these two blocks
in detail in this work. The other functional compo-
nents are described as follows.
� PriorityMapping andMarking Agent: This com-
ponent is responsible for the interaction between
applications and the Di!serv networks. It assigns
DSCP marks to packets and maps them to the
corresponding Di!serv classes.

� Application Collaborator: The Application
Collaborator is responsible for resource coordina-
tion among multiple objects within one applica-
tion and among multiple applications. It receives
information from Application Pro"les, Remote
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Fig. 3. Architecture in the end-system.

Users Interactions, and Network Monitor to
make the decision. In addition, the Application
Collaborator tells us how to map packet priori-
ties from individual encoders into network
classes. The receivers can interact with the server
through user-level signaling.

� Application Pro"les: This component records
the semantic information of the applications
such as which media and #ows are included
in an application and their relative importance
levels.

� Remote User Interactions: A user can interact
with the video player or the server [12] in several
ways such as mouse clicking, mouse moving,
fast forward, fast backward, object zoom-in,
object zoom-out, add or delete. Some of these
interactivity behaviors require dynamic adapta-
tion of the bit-rate of each video object and
dynamic resource allocation coordination among
multiple video objects. In object-based video
multicast applications, di!erent clients can have
di!erent views and interactions for the same
video.

3. Bitstream re-organization, prioritization and
packetization

In this section, we present a new bitstream classi-
"cation, prioritization and packetization scheme in
which di!erent types of data such as shape, motion
and texture are re-assembled, assigned to di!erent
priority classes, and packetized into di!erent
classes of network packets provided by di!erenti-
ated services. It can be seen that this packetization
scheme can improve the error resilience capability
and #exibility of bit-rate control.

3.1. Bitstream classixcation

After compression, encoded video data are
placed in the bitstream according to the temporal
and spatial position of its content, i.e., frame by
frame, macroblock by macroblock, and block by
block. Information within the compressed bit-
stream can be divided into several semantic types
such as control header, shape, motion and texture
information. These di!erent types of information
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Fig. 4. Intelligent packetization.

are interleaved together, although intrinsically they
have di!erent importance levels for decoding and
transmission. For example, shape and motion
information is more important than texture for
a P frame in MPEG4. If the shape and motion
information is lost during transmission, the de-
coder cannot reconstruct the P frame successfully.
However, if partial texture information is lost with-
out the loss of shape and motion, it is still possible
to reconstruct the P frame with acceptable quality.
Existing Internet video streaming and networking
schemes usually do not consider this kind of di!er-
entiation within the bitstream [3,9,15,18,19,24,27],
or just distinguish di!erent types of frames (I, P or
B) or di!erent layers (base layer and enhancement
layers) [8,26]. When network congestion occurs,
packets are discarded with no distinction in
most previous works on video transmission.
Some important information may be dropped to-
gether with some less important information and
the decoder cannot produce proper video
sequences.
The information in the bistream of object-based

video coding such as MPEG4 can be classi"ed into
the following categories without considering the
enhancement layers:
� Control information, such as Video Object
Header, Video Object Layer Header, and Video
Object Plane Header.

� Shape information of I frame.
� Texture DC information of I frame.

� Texture AC information of I frame.
� Shape information of P frame.
� Motion information of P frame.
� Texture information of P frame.
� Shape information of B frame.
� Motion information of B frame.
� Texture information of B frame.

3.2. Prioritization and packetization

Di!erent types of information can be assigned to
di!erent importance levels. Besides information
type, the importance level of the information is
decided by the following two factors: the distortion
reduction of the information and the dependency
relationship between di!erent parts of information.
When transmitted, information with the same
priority is aggregated and di!erent priorities of
information are packetized into di!erent classes of
packets (Fig. 4). For example, we classify the single
layer or base layer of multi-layer compressed
information into the following classes:
z Priority 0 class:

� control information;
� shape information of I frame (base layer);
� texture DC information of I frame (base layer).

z Priority 1 class: texture AC information of
I frame (base layer).

z Priority 2 class:
� shape information of P frame (base layer);
� motion information of P frame (base layer).
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Fig. 5. Format of the application level packet.

z Priority 3 class: texture information of P frame
(base layer).

z Priority 4 class:
� shape information of B frame (base layer);
� motion information of B frame (base layer);
� texture information of B frame (base layer).

In case network resources cannot satisfy the rate
requirement of a video object #ow, the packets with
lower priorities will be discarded by the sender or
intermediate nodes earlier than those with higher
priorities if needed. In addition, di!erent error
control mechanisms can be implemented on di!er-
ent priority packets to enhance the error resilience
capability. To maintain compliance with the
MPEG4 syntax, we use an index table for each
video object rather than de"ne a new syntax in the
video bitstream. The index table includes several
items such as index number, information category,
priority level, starting position (relative), and
length. This table is used to index di!erent types of
information in the compressed bitstream and is
generated as an individual "le along with the com-
pressed bitstream when encoding a video object. So
the index table actually is a virtual table which acts
only as a reference for extracting di!erent parts of
information and does not constitute part of the
bitstream.

The data partitioning mode of MPEG-4 video
encoding [20] is adopted in our approach. Under
data partitioning mode, in each video packet (VP),
for I frame shape and texture DC information is
separated from texture AC information by DC
marker, and for P frame shape and motion in-
formation is separated from texture information by
motion marker. In MPEG-4 Standard [20], VP is
designed mainly for resynchronization purpose to
enhance error resilience capability, rather than
packetization for transmission. Generally, the size
of VP is much smaller than the maximum transmis-
sion unit (MTU) of the Internet physical networks.
If mapping each VP directly into a network packet,
usually the overhead is large and the transmission
e$ciency is low.
We de"ne a new application level packet (ALP)

format for object-based video. The format of ap-
plication level packet is illustrated in Fig. 5. We
limit ALP size to no larger than the MTU of the
network. We also avoid using small ALPs in order
to achieve high transmission e$ciency. As shown in
Fig. 5, several parts of the information with the
same priority will be multiplexed at the ALP level,
though probably they are from di!erent VPs. How-
ever, multiplexing will give rise to a new problem.
If one packet that contains a lot of consecutive
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motion information is lost, severe quality degrada-
tion may be brought to video playback. Hence, we
use two methods to reduce this kind of impairment.
One is to limit the number of video packets in an
ALP. The other is to place video packets interleav-
ingly. For example, shape and motion information
of video packet with 0, 2, 4 are placed into ALP0,
and information of video packet 1, 3, 5 are placed
into ALP1, respectively. Our rule for multiplexing
of the shape and motion information or texture
information of VPs into one ALP is that we inter-
leave until one of the following constraints is met:
the number of VPs in the current ALP reaches
a certain threshold; the size of one ALP reaches
a certain maximum size; or a di!erent vop}cod-
ing}type is found.

4. Adaptive video transmission

After packetization, video packets are forwarded
to the network. Because the aggregated tra$c over-
load of the network #uctuates with time, the video
application should accordingly adapt its transmis-
sion rate to the available network bandwidth to
achieve fairness among di!erent users. We can use
the network bandwidth estimation algorithm ap-
proaches [26,28] to calculate the available network
bandwidth for a video application. The sender can
adjust its transmission rate to the estimated net-
work bandwidth by rate control at sender or inter-
media node by selectively dropping lower priority
packets. The packets chosen to enter the network
are mapped to various di!erent Di!serv classes
according to their priority and the network re-
source state. Network can also drop packets to
avoid or alleviate network congestion if it occurs.

4.1. Dynamic packet-level rate control at the
sender side

Our scheme can support adaptive rate control by
discarding some packets with lower priorities at
the sender or/and intermediate nodes according
to the network available bandwidth. We assume
that there are N priority levels, P

�
(0)i(N), for

a video object, and each level has the original
bit-rate r

�
(0)i(N), and the original rate of the

video #ow is R. Obviously, we have

R"

���
�
���

r
�
. (1)

During transmission, if the network congestion oc-
curs or the receivers require lower bit-rates through
some user-interactivity behaviors, the bit-rate of
the video object needs to be reduced to R�. In order
to do that, we "rst need to "nd the index
k (0)k(N) satisfying

���
�
���

r
�
)R�(

�
�
���

r
�
. (2)

All packets with priority P
�
(k(j(N) will be

discarded at the sender level. Then, if

R�"
���
�
���

r
�

(3)

all packets with priority P
�
will also be discarded

at the sender level. Otherwise, some "ne bit-rate
adjustment will be implemented, meaning some
packets with priority P

�
will be selectively dis-

carded at the sender and/or the intermediate nodes.
For example, if some B frames need to be dropped,
we can employ the scheme proposed in [8] to
discard B frames selectively. For another example,
if texture information within the P frame needs to
be partially discarded, we will adopt the progress-
ive "ne granularity scalability (PFGS) [16] and
discard A% texture information in P frame wherein

A"

� �
���

r
�
!R�

r
�

�100%. (4)

It can be seen that our rate control scheme sup-
ports both temporal and quality scalability.

4.2. Forwarding mechanism to support Diwserv
classes at routers

To assign the prioritized video packets to several
network Di!serv levels, the priority of each packet
is classi"ed and conditioned. With priority of each
video packet, routers can do re-mapping under
constraints such as loss-rate di!erentiation and
pricing.
The random early detection (RED) queue man-

agement and the weighted fair queuing (WFQ)
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Fig. 6. Analytical model for packet forwarding.

scheduling provide the di!erentiated forwarding in
our proposed scheme [31]. RED is a congestion
avoidance mechanism that takes advantage of TCP
congestion control mechanism. By randomly drop-
ping packets prior to periods of high congestion,
RED tells the packet source to decrease its trans-
mission rate. Assuming the packet source is using
TCP, it will decrease its transmission rate until all
the packets reach their destination, indicating that
the congestion is cleared. When RED is not con-
"gured, output bu!ers "ll during periods of conges-
tion. When the bu!ers are full, tail drop occurs, and
all additional packets are dropped. RED reduces
the chances of tail drop by selectively dropping
packets when the output interface begins to show
signs of congestion. By dropping some packets
early rather than waiting until the bu!er is full,
RED avoids dropping large numbers of packets at
once and minimizes the chances of global synchro-
nization. Thus, RED allows the transmission line to
be used fully at all times.
The WFQ scheduling is currently implemented

in many advanced routers since it guarantees each
queue to be allocated a fair share of bandwidth
irrespective of the behavior of other queues in the
same router. We consider the multiple queue case
in which each queue combines with one network
class. These queues are served by WFQ scheduler.

4.3. Statistical analysis for packet forwarding
at the routers

In this section we give the performance evalu-
ation of forwarding mechanism in which RED and

WFQ are combined. We derive the statistical per-
formance parameters such as packet loss and delay
as well as the relation among the parameters. These
parameters can be used in implementation mecha-
nisms such as dynamic bu!er allocation at the
router, routing path selection and call admission
control. A WFQ scheduler sends out packets just
before reaching the maximum delay variation for
packets in the higher-priority queues. This de-
creases delay variation in the lower-priority queues.
Our analysis is based on WFQ and the analytical
model shown in Fig. 6. Totally, there are N classes,
and the overall service rate is �. Each class (e.g.,
class i) has four parameters: the arrival rate �

�
, the

bu!er length B
�
, the weight w

�
, and the threshold

H
�
. We aim to calculate the statistical packet loss

and delay using probability theory. However, in
normal situations only the upper bound of the
packet loss and delay is given.
To simplify the analysis, we make the following

assumptions: (1) the source is Poisson stream;
(2) the service time is negative exponential distribu-
tion; (3) the process of the transition of the queue
length is a birth}death process; and (4) RED is
applied for packet dropping. Notice that we assume
every class will be regulated (e.g., through shaper)
before it enters the core network so that the Pois-
son assumption is relatively reasonable. Based on
the above assumptions, the model of each class is
an M/M/1 queue, whose arrival rate is �

�
and

service rate is w
�
�. The state transition diagram is

illustrated in Fig. 7.
The state i (0)i)Bm#1) of class m has

probability �
���
. Using stochastic balance, we can
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Fig. 7. Transition diagram of the queue state.
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We perform analysis under the following cases:
(1) We consider the non-work-conserve case

without using the RED schedule.
For class i, �
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is a constant, and �
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"

w
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�� is also a constant.
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For M/M/1 model, the probability of the queue
length that one observes at any time is equal to that
someone who just joins the queue observes. That is,
P!"P. Hence, it can be seen that the packet loss
probability is the probability that the queue bu!er
is full, which is given by
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������
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Meanwhile, the delay probability is calculated as
follows:

P
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�
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(�i)���

(m!1)!
. (10)

(2) Now we take RED into account. Note that
the arrival rate is not a constant any more in this
case. When the length of queue m reaches H

�
, the

arriving packets will be dropped with a probability
D

�
, which is determined by the following RED

equations:
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When the arrival rate decreases to D
�
��

�
,

�
���
changes to
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From this equation, we can compute �
���
using

�����
���

�
���

"1. Thus, the loss probability is equal
to �

������
. Substituting Eq. (12) into Eq. (10), we

get the updated delay probability.
(3) Finally, we consider the work-conserve case

with RED. That is, when queue i is empty, the
weight of other queues is changed by the following
equation:

w�
�
"

w
�

�
�O�

w
�

. (13)

In this case, the service rate is not simply w
�
��. It

is con"ned by the queue state. In such a situation, it
is rather di$cult to directly calculate the probabil-
ity of the state. Here, we give an iterate equation to
solve this problem as follows:
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Fig. 8. System diagram of the video server.

where ;"�1, 2,2, j!1, j#1,2,N� and A rep-
resents all the subsets of ;.
From Eq. (14), we can get the service rate

�
�

"w�
�
�� and then get �

���
.

5. Experimental results and performance
evaluation

We implemented a simpleMPEG4 video stream-
ing system and run it on a simulated Di!serv
network to test our proposed user-aware object-
based video transmission scheme. Our streaming
system is based on the Microsoft MPEG4 video
encoding/decoding source codes and Microsoft re-
search's IPv6 protocol stack source codes. The sys-
tem diagrams of the server and the receiver are
depicted in Figs. 8 and 9. Besides our scalable
transmission approach, for the sake of comparison
we also implemented the traditional approach
in which the bitstream is packetized with no in-
formation re-organization/prioritization and all
packets have a "xed size (600 bytes). In addition, we

implemented the di!erentiation functionality with-
in one #ow based on the Microsoft IPv6 commun-
ication protocol stack.
We used the chain network con"guration in

Fig. 10 to test our approach. In the chain con"gura-
tion, G1 consists of one MPEG-4 source, three
TCP connections and three UDP connections,
while G2, G3 and G4 all consist of three TCP
connections and three UDP connections, respec-
tively. The link capacity between the routers is
1Mbps on Links 12, 23 and 34. Simulation para-
meters are illustrated in Table 1. Under di!erent
network conditions, we compared our scalable
transmission scheme with the traditional approach
without distinguishing di!erent kinds of informa-
tion under the di!erent network conditions
(Table 2) simulated in [17].
Experiment 1. This experiment aims to investigate

the quality improvement for object-based video
transmission using our new scheme. Two standard
MPEG4 video testing sequences with CIF format
(900 frames), a typical head-and-shoulder video
sequence, `Akiyoa, and an active sequence,
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Fig. 9. System diagram of the receiver.

Fig. 10. A chain network model.

`Breama, were used in this experiment. We per-
formed experiments under both low and high bit-
rates using Akiyo and Bream sequences at 30 fps. In
the encoded bitstreams, there is an I frame for every
99 P frames (B frames are not included in the bit-
stream). Figs. 11}18 show the PSNR curves of
> parameter under various conditions. From these

"gures, it can be seen that our proposed approach
is much better than the traditional one, particularly
for high bit-rate video. Figs. 19 and 20 show exam-
ples of the reconstructed video frame using our
approach and the traditional one.
Experiment 2. This experiment is to test dyna-

mic bit-rate coordination among video objects
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Table 1
Network simulation settings

Mean packet processing delay 300�s
End system TCP Packet processing delay variation 10�s

Packet size 1000bytes
Maximum receiver window size 150kbytes
Default timeout 500ms
Timer granularity 500ms
TCP version Reno

UDP E(ton) 100ms
E(to!) 150ms
rp 200kbps
Packet size 1000bytes

Di!serv router Bu!er size 10kbps
Packet processing delay 4�s

End system to router Link speed 10mbps
Link Distance 1 km

Router to router Distance 100km

Table 2
Packet loss rate parameters

Class 0 Class 1 Class 2 Class 3

Case 1 0.2% 0.5% 1% 5%
Case 2 0.5% 1% 4% 25%

Fig. 11. Video quality comparisons for Akiyo at 3.9% packet loss rate (actual bit-rate"254 kbps; original bit-rate"260 kbps).

according to user's interactive behaviors. We used
the standard `Newsa video sequence with CIF for-
mat. But the video object composed of the two
anchors was split into two objects. Experimental
results of dynamic bit-rate coordination among

multiple video objects caused by remote users'
dynamic interactions are illustrated in Figs. 21}23.
It can be seen from them that objects' qualities can
be changed dynamically according to user's behav-
iors. Fig. 21 shows that due to user's preference, the
object of dancers was blurred because of decrease of
the bandwidth allocated to it, but the quality of the
male anchor and the female anchor did not change.
Fig. 22 demonstrates that due to the serious de"-
ciency of the bandwidth, the object of dancers was
deleted by the user and the object of the male
anchor was blurred in order to guarantee that
enough bandwidth was allocated to the object of
the female anchor based on user's preference.
Fig. 23 shows that video qualities of the male
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Fig. 12. Video quality comparisons for Akiyo at 19.2% packet loss rate (actual bit-rate"213kbps; original bit-rate"260 kbps).

Fig. 13. Video quality comparisons for Akiyo at 1.4% packet loss rate (actual bit-rate"56kbps; original bit-rate"57 kbps).

Fig. 14. Video quality comparisons for Akiyo at 6.3% packet loss rate (actual bit-rate"54kbps; original bit-rate"57 kbps).
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Fig. 15. Video quality comparisons for Bream at 4.4% packet loss rate (actual bit-rate"987kbps; original bit-rate"1030 kbps).

Fig. 16. Video quality comparisons for Bream at 22.0% packet loss rate (actual bit-rate"796kbps; original bit-rate"1030 kbps).

Fig. 17. Video quality comparisons for Bream at 2.5% packet loss rate (actual bit-rate"182kbps; original bit-rate"187 kbps).
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Fig. 18. Video quality comparisons for Bream at 11.7% packet loss rate (actual bit-rate"168 kbps; original bit-rate"
187kbps).

Fig. 19. Reconstructed video frame (Number: 150) for Bream at 2.5% packet loss rate (actual bit-rate"183 kbps; original bit-
rate"187 kbps). Left: standard approach, PSNR"16.5 dB. Right: the proposed scheme, PSNR"23.7 dB.

Fig. 20. Reconstructed video frame (Number: 150) for Bream at 11.7% packet loss rate (actual bit-rate"168 kbps; original bit-
rate"187 kbps). Left: standard approach, PSNR"13.8 dB. Right: the proposed scheme, PSNR"19.3 dB.
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Fig. 21. The reconstructed video frame with object quality con-
trol. Frame Number: 45. Note that the object of Dancers has
been blurred due to the limited bandwidth.

Fig. 22. The reconstructed video frame with object quality con-
trol. Frame Number: 140. Note that the object of Dancers has
been deleted and the object of the male anchor has been blurred
because of serious de"ciency of network bandwidth and the
user's preference.

Fig. 23. The reconstructed video frame. Frame Number: 280.
Note that because the user's interest in switching quality from
the object of female anchor to the male anchor, the bandwidth
allocated to the two anchors is also switched. This frame shows
that the video quality of the female anchor was decayed but the
video quality of the male was increased according to user's
selection.

anchor and the female anchor were switched
with each other based on the change of the
user's preferences. Fig. 24 illustrates the bit-
ate traces of the objects during one streaming
instance.

6. Extension to multicast

Since multicast can greatly save network band-
width, it is considered as an e!ective communi-
cation support for multi-party multimedia ap-
plications such as distance learning and video
broadcasting. However, due to the heterogeneity of
the network and user's capabilities, a single-sender
transmission rate cannot satisfy di!erent band-
width requirements of di!erent receivers. In gen-
eral, the sender rate is adapted to the requirement
of the worst-positioned receiver. The disadvantage
of this approach is that the quality of the received
video is degraded, except for the worst-positioned
one. This limitation can be overcome by using
layered multicast mechanisms that have received
a lot of attention recently [14,15,18,19,23].
McCanne et al. [19] described a receiver-driven
layered multicast protocol for rate-adaptive video
transmission. In their work, the source transmits
each layer of its signal on a separate multicast
group. Each receiver speci"es its level of subscrip-
tion by joining a subset of multicast groups
of layered video. Li et al. [14] also proposed
and evaluated a layered video multicast with
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Fig. 24. The transmission rates for objects within the `Newsa sequence during a streaming process.

retransmission (LVMR) scheme for distributing
video using layered coding over the Internet. Con-
ceptually, they improved the quality of reception
within each video layer by retransmitting lost
packets that are given an upper bound on recovery
time. In addition, they apply an adaptive playback
scheme to help achieve more successful retransmis-
sion. They also use hierarchical rate control (HEC)
mechanisms to adapt rate to network congestion
and heterogeneity. However, the layered approach
usually requires multiple network sessions for one
video stream. It is complicated for the network and
the end-system to control and manage many net-
work sessions for an MPEG4 video program
consisting of multiple video objects, and the syn-
chronization among multiple layers belonging to
the same video object is di$cult to maintain.More-
over, the transmission rate cannot be adjusted in
"ner granularity than the di!erence between layers.
Therefore, the layered multicast mechanism may
not be suitable for object-based video consisting of
multiple video objects. Our intelligent packetiz-
ation and bit-rate control approach described
above can be easily extended to the multicast case.
By taking advantage of MPAs, it provides each
video object with only one single network session,
but di!erent users can obtain the reconstructed
video object with di!erent perceptual qualities ac-
cording to their receiving capabilities and interac-
tivity behaviors.

Fig. 25 gives an example to illustrate our multi-
cast scheme. It can be seen from Fig. 25 that the
control (signaling) paths are required by clients,
MPAs and the server, so are data paths. Control
paths are used to set up multicast sessions, and
negotiate or renegotiate what and how much in-
formation within each object needs to be transmit-
ted. The control paths also coordinate bit-rate
allocation among multiple video objects according
to network state and user interactions. It should be
noted that Fig. 25 only presents the logical con-
cepts of the data path and control path, not the
physical connections. Among the server, MPAs
and clients, there are probably one or more routers
or switches. In Fig. 25, we assume client 1 access
to the network through 10M Ethernet, client 2
through 2M ISDN, client 3 through 56k modem,
and client 4 through 34k modem. We further as-
sume that the server is multicasting object-based
MPEG4 video to the four clients. The server
packetizes the bitstream of each video object and
sends packets with di!erent QoS requirements.
When congestion occurs, routers discard packets
with lower priorities. The MPAs "lter the video
information received from the upstream, and selec-
tively send packets according to the capabilities of
the network links and clients.
A new resource allocation policy is proposed for

our multicast scheme. In a multicast session, each
MPA/user is associated with a two-element set
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Fig. 25. Data path and control path in the network (logical path).

(Capacity, Requirement). The Capacity represents
the amount of resource available for a video
object in the MPA or the end system of the user.
The Requirement represents the amount of resource
for a video object required by the MPA or the user.
Considering the network bandwidth, the Capacity
of an MPA is determined by the link state between
the MPA and its neighboring upstream MPA
or the sender if it has no upstream MPA. We
assume that the Capacity of the sender is the bit-
rate of the original bitstream, denoted as RATEs.
However, the Requirement of an MPA is deter-
mined by (Capacity, Requirement) of all its neigh-
boring downstream MPAs and the users
connecting directly to this MPA within the multi-
cast session. For example, we assume that anMPA,
named <

�
, has M neighboring downstream MPAs

and users. The two element sets of MPA are (Cap
���

Req
��
) (0)j(M), then the Requirement of V

�
is

calculated as follows:

Req
�
"min�min(Cap

��
)�, max(Req

��
), RATEs�,

0)j(M.

For a receiver, the Requirement is determined by the
user's preference and interactivity behavior. In
a multicast session, the (Capacity, Requirement)s of
its MPAs and users can be calculated from bottom
to top in the multicast tree. At the ith MPA

�
, the

rate of the video object bitstream can be adapted to
Req

�
by using the scalable transmission scheme

proposed in Section 4. It can be seen that theMPAs
have the functionality of "ltering. However, tradi-
tional video "lters need to implement decoding and
re-encoding to complete the "ltering. The MPAs
can perform "ltering by only discarding some less
important packets and is much simpler and faster
than the traditional "lters. The (Capacity, Require-
ment)s of a single video object are depicted in
Fig. 25. It can be seen that all clients can obtain
their bit-rates except Client 3.

7. Conclusion and discussions

In this paper, a novel object-based quality-adap-
tive video multicast approach is proposed. Our
approach can provide both object-based interac-
tive functionalities and #exible quality adaptation
for heterogenous users. The main contributions of
this paper are as follows.
1. A new general transport framework for complex
multimedia applications over the next gene-
ration network. Three new features are
described in this framework: di!erentiation
functionality within one IP session as well as
among di!erent IP sessions; application-aware
intelligent resource control and management
both at the end system and the edge of the
network; multimedia processing agent (MPA)
on the bottlenecks within domains and at the
edge between domains. Based on these new
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features and the new capabilities of the next
generation Internet, multimedia transmission
with QoS provision are achieved e!ectively.

2. A new bitstream classi"cation, prioritization
and packetization scheme in which di!erent
types of data such as shape, motion and tex-
ture are re-assembled, assigned to di!erent
priority classes, and packetized separately. This
scheme improves the capability of both error
resilience and #exible transmission rate control.

3. A simple but e!ective object-based dynamic rate
control and adaptation mechanism by selective-
ly dropping packets in conjunction with di!er-
entiated services to minimize the end-to-end
video quality distortion.

4. A new adaptive multicast resource allocation
policy for heterogeneous users. Our proposed
approach provides each video object with only
one single network session but has the advant-
age of the layered multicast approach.

We implemented a real user-aware object-based
video transmission system and ran it on a
simulated Di!serv network. Experimental results
show that our proposed transmission approach can
provide improved QoS performance and #exible
user interactivities under the same network re-
source status and user requirements.
Scalable coding is capable of gracefully coping

with the bandwidth #uctuations in the Internet.
Extending this framework to scalable video codec
such as FGS [13] or PFGS [16] is one of the future
research e!orts. Another interesting future work is
to add unequal error (loss) protection to our
scheme for error control [30]. Moreover, multicast
to heterogeneous users within the Di!serv net-
works, particularly signaling mechanism and
packet multicast forwarding, need to be further
explored.
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